
PUBLIC SKATING RULES 

1. All persons on the ice MUST be wearing skates.  

2. No shoes are permitted.  

3. No roughhousing, horseplay, tag, throwing objects or 

racing  permitted. 

4. During PUBLIC SKATING there is NO figure skating OR 

hockey sticks/pucks permitted.  Jumps, spins, etc. are 

NOT permitted.  

5. Helmets are STRONGLY recommended.  

6. Skating pattern will either be clockwise or counter 

clockwise; please adhere to pattern.  

7. Nobody will be permitted on the ice without a hand 

stamp (or receipt). There will be random stamp 

checks.  

8. No strollers, sleds, chairs or skate aides will be         

permitted.  Skate aides will only be permitted on         

designated Family Skate sessions.  

9. Nobody will be permitted on the ice until the    

Olympia is off the ice and the gates are closed.   

Thank you: Cardel Rec South Staff  
 

FAMILY SKATING RULES 

1. All persons on the ice MUST be wearing skates.  

2. No shoes are  permitted.  

3. All skaters MUST be accompanied by an adult. 

4. No roughhousing, horseplay, tag, throwing objects or 

racing  permitted. 

5. During family skating, there is no figure skating OR 

hockey sticks/pucks permitted.  Jumps, spins, etc. are 

NOT permitted.  

6. Helmets are STRONGLY recommended.  

7. Skating pattern will either be clockwise or counter 

clockwise; please adhere to pattern.  

8. Nobody will be permitted on the ice without a hand 

stamp (or receipt). There will be random stamp checks.  

9. Skate aides ARE permitted during Family Skate. No 

strollers, sleds or chairs will be permitted.  

10.  Nobody will be permitted on the ice until the        

Olympia is off the ice and the gates are closed.  

 Thank you: Cardel Rec South Staff  

   

PUBLIC ACCESS RULES AND EXPECTATIONS 



SENIOR SKATING RULES 

1. All persons on the ice MUST be wearing skates.  

2. No shoes are permitted.  

3. No roughhousing, horseplay, tag, throwing objects or 

racing  permitted. 

4. During SENIOR SKATING there is NO figure skating OR 

hockey sticks/pucks permitted.  Jumps, spins, etc. are 

NOT permitted.  

5. Helmets are VERY STRONGLY recommended.  

6. Skating pattern will either be clockwise or counter 

clockwise; please adhere to pattern.  

7. Nobody will be permitted on the ice without a hand 

stamp (or receipt). There will be random stamp 

checks.  

9. Nobody will be permitted on the ice until the    

Olympia is off the ice and the gates are closed.   

 

Thank you: Cardel Rec South Staff  
 

PARENTED PRE-SCHOOL SKATING RULES 

1. All pre-school aged children MUST be accompanied by an adult.  

2. During THIS time only, CLEAN soled shoes are  permitted. 

3. Skate aides ARE permitted during Parented Pre-School Skate.  

4. During THIS time only,  strollers with clean rubber wheels WILL 

be permitted.  

5. NO sleds or chairs are permitted on any ice times.  

6. NO roughhousing, horseplay, tag, throwing objects or racing  

permitted. 

7. During PARENTED PRE-SCHOOL skating, there is no figure 

skating OR hockey sticks/pucks permitted.  Jumps, spins, etc. 

are NOT permitted.  

8. Helmets are VERY STRONGLY recommended.  

9. Skating pattern will either be clockwise or counter clockwise; 

please adhere to pattern.  

10. Nobody will be permitted on the ice without a hand stamp (or 

receipt). There will be random stamp checks.  

11.  Nobody will be permitted on the ice until the Olympia is off 

the ice and the gates are closed.  

 Thank you: Cardel Rec South Staff  

PUBLIC ACCESS RULES AND EXPECTATIONS 



PUBLIC ACCESS RULES AND EXPECTATIONS 
FAMILY STICKS & PUCKS RULES  

(PARENTED WITH CHILDREN 8 YRS AND UNDER) 

1. Space is limited to 20; first come, first served. 

2. FULL gear is mandatory for all youth participants; helmets are 

strongly recommended for parents.  

3. Whistles, pylons, skate aids, shooting targets, organized drills 

are strictly prohibited. 

4. ABSOLUTELY no slap shots or physical contact permitted.  

5. No roughhousing, horseplay, tag, throwing objects or racing  

permitted. 

6. Time is unstructured. The intention is to give the              

opportunity to play shinny with other children and a parent. 

Adults on the ice MUST be over 18. 

7. Payment must be made at Reception.  

8. Nobody will be permitted on the ice until the Olympia is off the 

ice and the gates are closed.  

9. This ice time is allocated for group participation only. Using 

sections of the ice for personal use is prohibited.  

10. Those choosing not to abide by the rules will be asked to leave. 

Thank you: Cardel Rec South Staff  

STICKS & PUCKS RULES  

(UN-PARENTED) 

1. Space is limited to 20; first come, first served. 

2. FULL gear including helmets, is mandatory for all youth 

participants. 

3. Whistles, pylons, skate aids, shooting targets, organized drills 

are strictly prohibited. 

4. ABSOLUTELY no slap shots or physical contact permitted.  

5. No roughhousing, horseplay, tag, throwing objects or racing  

permitted. 

6. Time is unstructured. The intention is to give the              

opportunity to play shinny with others in a safe and fun 

environment.  

7. Payment must be made at Reception.  

8. Nobody will be permitted on the ice until the Olympia is off the 

ice and the gates are closed.  

9. This ice time is allocated for group participation only. Using 

sections of the ice for personal use is prohibited.  

10. Those choosing not to abide by the rules will be asked to leave. 

Thank you: Cardel Rec South Staff  



PUBLIC ACCESS RULES AND EXPECTATIONS 
DROP IN FIGURE SKATING RULES 

1. All persons on the ice MUST be wearing FIGURE skates. No shoes or 

HOCKEY skates are  permitted.  

2. This time is alotted to figure skating ONLY. 

3. The Sound System is to be shared equally and all users must provide 

their own auxillary cords.  

4. During Drop in Figure Skating, there is no leisure skating OR hockey 

sticks/pucks permitted.  Jumps, spins, etc ARE permitted during this 

time ONLY. 

5. Skating pattern will be erratic, please be aware of other figure skaters 

on the ice at the same time as you. 

6. Nobody will be permitted on the ice without a hand stamp (or receipt). 

There will be random stamp checks.  $5.00 per person regardless of 

age during Drop in Figure Skating. 

7. Coaches MUST pay to be on the ice as well.  

8. Nobody will be permitted on the ice until the Olympia is off the ice and 

the gates are closed.  

Thank you: Cardel Rec South Staff    

Single Admission     10X Multi Pass 

Tiny Tots (under 2 yrs.)    No Charge   No Charge 

Pre-School (2-6 yrs)     $1.75    $15.75 

Youth (7-17 yrs)      $3.25    $29.25 

Adult (18-54 yrs)      $6.00    $54.00 

Senior (+55 yrs)      $3.75    $33.75  

Family       $13.50    $121.50 

Public Figure Skating     $5.00    $45.00 

Adult Daytime Shinny Hockey    $8.25    N/A 

Adult Evening Shinny Hockey    $12.00    N/A 

Youth Sticks & Pucks (8 and over)    $6.00    $54.00 

Family Shinny (under 8 yrs)     $3.25    $29.25 

Family Shinny parents/adults    $6.00    $54.00 

50+ Non instructional Stick & Puck  $5.00    $45.00 

   

Drop In Fees at 

Cardel Rec South 


